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Exotica in dimension 

• Existence of infinitely many surfaces in a fixed smooth 4-manifold which are 
topologically but not smoothly equivalent

In higher dimensions corresponding results are up to FINITE 

Conjecture: Every (simply-connected) topological 4-manifold 
has either no or infinitely many distinct smooth structures

General Question: Do smooth 4-manifolds have any finiteness 
properties?

•Existence of infinitely many distinct smooth structures on many topological 

Exotic embeddings of 



Exotic smooth group actions?

Fix a smooth 4-manifold X and group G that acts smoothly on 
X. Are are there only finitely many actions of G on X that are 
equivariantly homeomorphic but not equivariantly 

ISSUE: Want orientation-preserving 

Unknown if only finitely many since action is free and distinguished by 
smooth structure on orbit space

Some known example of 



Same issues as before: Action is free, so exoticness determined 
by orbit space; examples also reducible

Seek actions on irreducible 4-manifolds with fixed points 



Seek actions with fixed points on irreducible 4-manifolds and same 
orbit space

Issues:

                        Examples are reducible



Strategy to produce cyclic actions on same manifold

•Fix an orbit space Y
•Take a fixed surface B in Y representing p times a homology class 
so associated p-fold branched cover X is a irreducible (say complex)
•modify branch surface so that it is topologically but not smoothly 
isotopic to B and so that cover remains diffeomorphic to X.
•Actions distinguished by branch curves not being isotopic.

Well - turns out you CAN do this 
(with modest assumption on given branch curve B)



(Fintushel, Stern, 



Simple examples of complex surfaces 
with infinitely many actions of a fixed finite group

Zk-actions, k|d, on degree d hypersurfaces in 
CP3 



Strategy to produce cyclic actions on same 
manifold

•Fix an orbit space X
•Take a fixed surface B in X representing p times a 
homology class so associated p-fold branched cover is a 
irreducible (say complex)
•modify branch surface B so that 
✴        topologically but not smoothly isotopic to B  
✴        cover remains diffeomorphic

How to modify branch surface 
B

How to modify branch surface 
B



So changes smooth structure - not quite what we 





Main Results on Effects of Rim Surgery

THERE IS A PROBLEM

  (Fintushel-S)
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Observation: The complement in S4 of two 2-spheres intersecting in 2 
points 

Another way to view rim surgery



An effective modification: Twist-Rim 







Orbit space: B3 or S3

Fixed point set = S2 or S0

Exceptional orbit image = 0, 1, or (two arcs = circle)
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Next steps to seek finiteness properties for smooth 4-manifolds

Given a fixed smooth 4-manifold X and a self diffeomorphism f are 
there only finitely many diffeomorphisms topologically but not 

The infinitely many distinct group actions in this talk provide infinitely 
many diffeomorphisms that are topologically isotopic - are they 

Finiteness may be found when exploring symplectic properties 
of smooth 4-manifolds - but this is a different story

Work in progress -what to expect???



THE END

Thanks to the organizers

Have a safe journey home




